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programmable smart pipette for
portable cell separation and counting†

Eunjung Lee,‡a Byeongyeon Kim‡b and Sungyoung Choi *b

Microfluidics offers great potential for biomedical applications, but the complexity, inconvenience, and low

pumping equipment accessibility of operating microfluidic devices have limited their widespread use. Here

we describe an open-source, programmable smart (OS) pipette as an easy-to-use, simple, handheld

microfluidic pump that overcomes the major limitations of previous commercial- or research-level

pumps for microfluidics. The OS pipette pumps fluid into a microfluidic device by precisely controlling

the position of the plunger of a positive-displacement micropipette with stepper motor control. The

intuitive pumping mechanism of the OS pipette enables the novel features of simple fabrication,

straightforward device operation, and precise, predictable, and programmable flow-rate generation as an

open-source pumping tool. Controlling the OS pipette using an open-source microcontroller board not

only allows straightforward generation of constant flow rates with simple source code commands, but

also permits varying flow rates to be programmed (including stepwise increase and decrease of the flow

rate over time, and flow-rate pulse generation). We successfully validate the OS pipette's capabilities for

portable microfluidic cell separation and counting. The OS pipette has promise as a rapidly evolving and

potentially transformative pumping tool that freely allows unrestricted use, distribution, reproduction,

and modification even by non-expert users, and further enables diverse usages, even beyond microfluidics.
Introduction

Continuous and programmable ow-rate generation is
important for the reliable operation of microuidic devices,
the performance of which oen relies on ow conditions.1–9

For example, most microuidic cell separators and focusers
have an optimum ow-rate range at which cells can have
enough time to reach an equilibrium separation or focusing
position by external forces2–4 or intrinsic ow elds.5–7 The
signal intensity and counting sensitivity of microuidic cell
counters can vary signicantly, depending on ow rates.8,9 For
such microuidic applications, syringe pumps have been
extensively used with high precision and smooth operation,
despite bulky equipment size and high cost. In addition to
commercially-available syringe pumps, a 3D-printed, open-
source syringe pump has recently been developed,10 creating
low cost, highly customizable scientic equipment, and thus
making available the essential uidic equipment even for non-
expert users to conduct microuidic applications. However,
even the open-source equivalent still employs the conventional
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operational process of lling a liquid sample into a syringe,
and connecting tubing pieces between the syringe and
a microuidic device. Peristaltic pumps can be a versatile
alternative to the syringe pumps,11–13 easily creating recircu-
lation systems, but they have denite limitations, such as
intrinsic pulsation of peristaltic pumping, direct application
of mechanical stresses to samples, and recurrent ow-rate
calibrations. The development of microuidics-compatible
pumping methods with ease of use, high ow controllability,
and stability is essential for the widespread use and
commercialization of microuidic technologies. Intensive
efforts have been devoted to developing such pumping
methods that can be categorized into passive and active
approaches, depending on power usage.14–26 Passive
approaches can simply pump uid samples without power
consumption using pressure gradients generated by surface
tension,14 pressure head,15,16 degassed gas-permeable mate-
rials,17,18 absorbent,19,20 capillary action,21,22 pumping lid,23

smart pipette,24,25 and osmosis.26 These passive principles are
easy to use without the need for external equipment, and some
of them can be embedded directly into microuidic devices,
thus resulting in the miniaturization of entire microuidic
systems. However, these methods oen lack the ability to
control the rate and direction of ow during pumping, and to
generate high pressure ow conditions that can be essential
for operating microuidic devices that typically have high
hydrodynamic resistance.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885 | 41877
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On the other hand, active approaches typically exhibit high
uidic controllability and are easy to generate high-pressure
conditions, despite requiring external pumping and control
equipment.27–37 Peristaltic pumping mechanisms have been
integrated into microuidic devices by sequentially latching
microuidic pneumatic valves with high pressure sources and
pneumatic controllers,27,28 and by directly pressurizing elas-
tomeric channels with Braille pins29 or rotating magnets.30

Electrokinetic pumps are suitable for uid handling at micro-
and nano-scales, and have been used for biomolecular sepa-
ration.31–34 Centrifugal pumping methods provide a simple
and versatile way to pump, mix, and separate uids on
a spinning disk, and have been used to develop integrated
microuidic systems with a combination of on-disk ltration
and sensing mechanisms.35,36 Compared to the passive
approaches, these active technologies can generate a wider
range of ow rates, with a higher level of ow controllability.
However, such methods oen rely on bulky equipment to
operate small microuidic devices, or require the additional
customization of existing microuidic devices to t into the
pumping platforms. We previously developed a motorized
smart pipette as a constant pressure generator to address the
above technical challenges, by providing facile interconnec-
tion to general microuidic devices, and similar usability to
commercial micropipettes.37 However, it is more appropriate
for general microuidic applications to pump uids with
constant ow rates rather than constant pressures, because it
can obviate the need for recurrent ow-rate calibrations
depending on uid viscosity and channel resistance. Taken
together, there is still an essential, but unmet need for
a pumping tool that anyone can easily make and use for
portable microuidic applications.

Here, we present an open-source, simple, programmable
smart (OS) pipette to pump uid into a microuidic device at
highly precise, controllable rates that is as easy to use as
commercial micropipettes. The OS pipette is engineered in
an open-source format, by simply assembling commercially-
available parts (i.e., a stepper motor and a positive
displacement pipette), and controlling it using an open-
source microcontroller board. These unique features can
freely allow potential users to access, use, and improve the
hardware design and source code of the OS pipette. We
explored the OS pipette's capabilities for precise and
programmable ow-rate generation by directly comparing
the uid stream generated by the OS pipette and the uid
stream generated by a commercial syringe pump. We then
demonstrated the ability of the OS pipette to translate
microuidic technologies into portable platforms for blood
plasma separation and microow cytometry applications. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the rst demonstration of
a ow-rate generator for microuidics in an open-source,
portable, and programmable format. The OS pipette's
portability, openness, ease of use, potential cost-
effectiveness, and low system requirements for the opera-
tion of microuidic devices will enable the widespread
adoption of the devices, which have typically been limited to
use in microuidics research laboratories.
41878 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885
Materials and methods
Device fabrication

The OS pipette was fabricated simply by assembling
commercially-available parts that included a stepper motor that
contains a lead screw and a leadscrew nut (SL42STH40-1684A-
300; Changzhou Fulling Motor Co., Ltd., China) ($21), a motor
driver (A4988; Allegro MicroSystems, LLC, United States) ($0.8),
a positive displacement pipette (Positive-Displacement Pipette
MR-250; METTLER TOLEDO Corp., United States) ($410),
a pipette tip (Prstrl 180/3 C-250; METTLER TOLEDO Corp.,
United States) ($0.4), aluminum posts (Custom-made product;
Doo Kyoung Corp., Korea) ($30 each post) that had a setscrew
with M3 threads in one end and a tapped hole for a M3 screw in
the other, a 3D-printed holder ($4) that holds the motor and the
pipette together, and a 3D-printed push block ($3) that converts
the rotational motion of the motor into a linear motion, and
transfers the mechanical force to the pipette plunger (Table S1
and Fig. S1†). The OS pipette was controlled using an Arduino
Uno Rev3 main board (SparkFun Corp., United States) ($22).

A microuidic comparator was fabricated by standard
photolithography and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) replica
molding, as reported elsewhere.2–9 Briey, the channel patterns
of 57.5 mm height were photolithographically dened in a SU-8
photoresist lm, and then transferred to PDMS by thermal
curing of a mixture of PDMS and its curing agent at a 10 : 1 (wt/
wt) mass ratio on the channel patterns. The nal PDMS device
has a single outlet and a 2 mm-wide junction channel con-
nected to two inlet channels, allowing the direct comparison of
the ow rates of two uid streams injected into the device inlets.

The multi-layer SU-8 molds for a sheathless cell focuser and
a blood plasma separator based on hydrophoresis were fabri-
cated by two-step photolithography and PDMS replica molding,
as described before.38–41The rst and second layers of the
sheathless focuser dene a channel structure that gradually
increases in width (21.6 mm in height) and ridge patterns (30.4
mm in height) formed on the channel structure, respectively.
The rst and second layers of the plasma separator dene
a channel network (13.2 mm in height) to connect separation
channels in series and in parallel, and slant ridges (20.4 mm in
height) formed on the channel network, respectively. Aer
PDMS replica molding, all the PDMS devices were punched for
inlet and outlet holes, and aer air plasma treatment, irre-
versibly sealed with a glass slide. The OS pipette was either
connected to the inlet of a PDMS device, or connected to the
inlet via a PDMS adapter that was designed to t its one end to
the pipette tip, and the other end to a cut silicon tubing. Thus,
the exibility of the adapter can mitigate the effects of vibra-
tional motion generated by the handheld use of the OS pipette
on pumping.

A miniaturized uorescence microscope was fabricated by
simply assembling a laser diode (488 nm; DTR Laser, United
States), a longpass lter with a cut-on wavelength of 515 nm
(Omega Optical, Inc., United States), a 2� objective lens
(Edmund Optics, Inc., United States), and a CMOS sensor (FLIR,
Inc., Canada) in a 3D-printed housing, as described before.9,21
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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The eld-of-view of the miniaturized microscope was 1.446 mm
� 0.579 mm, which is large enough to capture the region of
interrogation, the outlet channel region (400 mm in width) of the
sheathless focuser.

All 3D printing design les used to make the smart pipette
and the miniaturized microscope are provided in the ESI
drawing.†

Sample preparation and analysis

A uorescent dye (uorescein) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Corp. (United States), dissolved in deionized water at
a concentration of 10 mg mL�1, and used to visualize the uid
stream pumped using the OS pipette. A bench-top uorescence
microscope (Nikon Corp., Japan) equipped with a high-speed
camera (Vision Research, Inc., United States) was used to
monitor the interfacial position between two uid streams
injected using the OS pipette and a commercial syringe pump
(KD Scientic Inc., United States), and to measure uorescent
streaklines in the sheathless focuser. The OS pipette was used
for all other experiments. Fluorescent polystyrene particles with
a diameter of 15 mm were purchased from Thermo Fisher
Scientic Corp. (United States), to demonstrate sheathless
focusing and portable ow cytometry. Canine whole blood
samples (a hematocrit level of 45%) were purchased from the
Korea Animal Blood Bank (Korea) in compliance with safety
regulations, for demonstration of blood plasma separation. The
degree of hemolysis for centrifuged, sorted, and hemolyzed
blood samples was determined by measuring the absorption of
hemoglobin species in the wavelength range of 500 to 600 nm,42

using a spectrophotometer (Eppendorf, Inc., Germany). We
used a positive-displacement pipette with a maximum volume
of 250 mL for the smart pipette assembly. The experiment time
at the highest ow rate was less than 1 min so that there was no
need to reload a sample solution. We also pre-wetted the pipette
tip before connecting it to a microuidic device, thereby pre-
venting air bubbles from trapping in the device.

Smart pipette control and automatic image analysis
algorithms

The speed of the stepper motor was controlled simply by setting
a delay time (td) per revolution, as provided in the ESI.† For
example, td was 100, 50, 25, 10, 5, 3.1, and 2.5 ms for the
theoretical ow rates of 4.9, 9.7, 19.5, 48.7, 97.4, 155.8, and
194.8 mL min�1, respectively. The interfacial position was
measured 3.1 mm downstream from the point where the two
uid streams meet over time using a Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.,
United States) script. For the position measurement, the uo-
rescence intensity proles were extracted from the corre-
sponding pixel arrays in a uorescence movie taken using
a high-speed camera, and the length of the uorescence region
was calculated with a predened scale. Automatic bead count-
ing with a Matlab script was performed by sequentially
analyzing uorescence bead images taken using the miniatur-
ized microscope. Fluorescence signals were continuously
measured in the regions of interrogation, the outlet channel of
the sheathless focuser with a width of 400 mm, and when the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
uorescence level was larger than a threshold value, beads were
identied and counted.
Numerical simulation

Numerical simulations were performed using COMSOL Multi-
physics (https://www.comsol.com/comsol-multiphysics) to deter-
mine the nonlinear relationship between the interfacial position
and the corresponding ow-rate ratio. A three dimensional nite
element model was created in the same dimensions as the
microuidic comparator, and solved using the incompressible
Navier–Stokes equation. The inlet boundary condition for one of
the two inlets was varied from 1 to 160 mL min�1, while the
boundary condition for the other inlet was xed at 20 mL min�1.
The outlet boundary condition was set to atmospheric pressure,
and all other boundary conditions were set with no-slip boundary
conditions. The interfacial position data for each ow rate
condition were obtained by post-processing analysis, and
a nonlinear relationship between the interfacial position and the
corresponding ow-rate ratio was derived by tting the simula-
tion data with a power series model (Fig. S2†).
Results and discussion
Pumping principle and characterization

The OS pipette is based on the automatic position control of the
plunger of a positive displacement pipette using a stepper
motor (Fig. 1). The piston in the disposable pipette tip of the
positive-displacement pipette makes direct contact with
a sample uid, allowing the pushing or pulling force of the
plunger to be delivered directly to the piston or the uid. Thus,
at a given constant cross-section of the pipette tip, the OS
pipette can produce precise, continuous, controlled ow rates,
regardless of channel resistance and sample viscosity, simply by
controlling the plunger position using the stepper motor.
Synergistically combining a positive-displacement pipette and
a stepper motor, which permits the simple two-step operational
protocol of the OS pipette including (i) drawing up a sample
uid by releasing the plunger, and (ii) turning on the stepper
motor, provides several signicant advantages over previous
pumping mechanisms for microuidics (e.g., syringe pumps
and peristaltic pumps).

The rst advantage is predictable, precise, continuous and
calibration-free generation of the desired ow rates using the
OS pipette. The volumetric ow rate of the OS pipette (Qo) can
be determined by multiplying the cross-sectional area of the
pipette tip (Apt) by the moving speed of the piston. Since the
piston is directly controlled by the stepper motor, Qo can be
estimated by a specic incremental distance per step. The
stepper motor contains a built-in lead screw and a traveling nut
that convert a rotary motion to a linear motion, and directly
transfer the mechanical force of the motor to the plunger,
moving 8 mm per revolution (Fig. 1). Since the rotating speed of
the motor is proportional to the input revolutions per minute
(RPM) signals, the resulting Qo can be controlled simply by RPM
input, without any feedback mechanism. Thus, Qo can be
determined by Qo ¼ Apt � Ds � RPM, where Ds is the traveling
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885 | 41879



Fig. 1 Schematics of the OS pipette and its pumping principle. The OS
pipette is a simple combination of a stepper motor and a positive-
displacement pipette, which dispenses a sample fluid by directly
moving the piston inside the pipette tip. Since the piston is in direct
contact with the fluid, the mechanical force generated by the stepper
motor can be transferred directly to the piston connected to the
pipette plunger. This intuitive architecture enables precise generation
of constant flow rates and time-varying flow rates through stepper
motor control.

Fig. 2 Pumping performance of the OS pipette. (a) Fluorescence
micrograph comparing two fluid streams pumped using theOS pipette
and a commercial syringe pump. The interfacial positions measured
over time were converted to the corresponding flow rate values
through the flow rate-interfacial position relationship. (b) High
pumping stability of the OS pipette with a CV of less than 4.3%. The set
theoretical flow rates were 4.9, 9.7, 19.5, 48.7, 97.4, 155.8, and 194.8
mL min�1 from bottom to top. (c) Comparison of the experimental and
theoretical flow rates for various RPM inputs (n ¼ 3).

RSC Advances Paper
distance of the nut per revolution. We tested the pumping
performance of the OS pipette in terms of pumping accuracy by
comparing it with a commercial high-precision syringe pump
(Fig. 2). For this comparative study, we used a well-characterized
microuidic comparator that allows direct comparison between
the Qo and the ow rate of the syringe pump (Qs), by measuring
the equilibrium interfacial position of the co-owing, laminar
streams of two uids, and converting it to the Qo relative to the
Qs (Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b and c show that the OS pipette could
produce stable, continuous ows in a relatively wide range of
ow rates from 4.8 to 186.7 mL min�1 with a coefficient of
variation (CV) of less than 4.3% (n ¼ 3). We note that the CV
increased from 0.6 to 4.3% as the Qo decreased from 186.7 to 4.8
mL min�1, thereby impairing the pumping precision. This is
attributed to the fact that the stepper motor converts electric
pulses into discrete rotational step motions, and thus will not
be smooth at low speeds, because the delay between step
motions increases. However, this performance degradation can
easily be improved by using lower volume positive-
41880 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885
displacement pipettes and high-precision stepper motors,
thus reducing the volume of uid pumped per step. The theo-
retical and experimental Qo results agree well with a relative
error of less than 5.0% (Fig. 2c), demonstrating that the OS
pipette allows predictable, precise, continuous and calibration-
free generation of the desired ow rates.

The second advantage of the OS pipette is that it can provide
a high degree of controllability for time-varying ow-rate
control, which can be achieved through simple programming
of an open-source microcontroller board. To test the dynamic
characteristics of the OS pipette, we rst measured its dynamic
responses to step commands in the comparator by xing the Qs
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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to 20 mL min�1, and abruptly increasing the Qo from 19.5
mL min�1 to the desired ow rate (Fig. 3a and b). The settling
time (ts), which is dened as the time required for the response
to become steady within 5% of a steady-state ow rate, took at
least 1.2 s to reach the range of ow rates z38.8 to z95.9
mL min�1. We then tested the pulse widths (wp) that could reach
the steady-state ow rate of 94.4 mL min�1 with ts ¼ 1.2 s. Fig. 3c
and Movie S1† shows that the minimum wp to reach the Qo was
2 s, which was slightly larger than ts, and below that, the steady-
state ow rate could not be reached sufficiently, suggesting that
ts was an important parameter for the time-varying control of
the OS pipette. Based on the characterized ts, we successfully
generated a horizontal step function that increased and
decreased with a constant ow-rate step of z18 mL min�1

(Fig. 3d). These results demonstrate that the OS pipette provides
the ability to control the relatively wide range of ow rates with
a fast response time of less than 2.6 s, which can be imple-
mented with simple Arduino source code commands provided
in the ESI.†

The third advantage of the OS pipette is that it has the
potential to change the stereotypes of the fabrication and use of
high-precision pumps for microuidics, while improving the
accessibility and usability. The OS pipette was fabricated simply
by assembling commercially-available parts (i.e., a stepper
motor, a positive-displacement pipette, and aluminum posts)
Fig. 3 Programmable pumping using the OS pipette. (a) Flow-rate respon
94.4 mL min�1 (dotted line). The reconstructed fluorescence image show
where the two fluid streams meet over time. (b) Settling time (ts) accor
mL min�1 (n ¼ 3). (c) Flow-rate response of the OS pipette (solid line) to pu
and 12 s from left to right. (d) Flow-rate response of the OS pipette (solid l
step of 18 mL min�1 (dotted line).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
and 3D-printed parts for holding the pipette, and pushing or
pulling its plunger. This simple fabrication process will permit
its unrestricted use, distribution, reproduction, and modica-
tion even by non-expert users, enabling its diverse usages, even
for unexpected applications beyond microuidics. In addition,
unlike syringe pumps, which require lling a syringe with
a sample uid, removing air bubbles, connecting tubing pieces
between the syringe and a microuidic device, and loading the
uid into the devices, the OS pipette replaces these complex
sample loading procedures with simple pipetting. Taken
together, the OS pipette has a high degree of ow-rate control-
lability with the same ease of use as commercial motorized
pipettes, and is straightforward to fabricate andmodify, making
it suitable for various microuidic applications, as follows.

Microuidic application 1: blood plasma separation. We
applied the OS pipette to blood plasma separation, which is an
important sample preparation step for liquid biopsy. Liquid
biopsy is a promising technology for analysing molecular or
cellular markers from a small volume of blood, and providing
rapid feedback on patient condition.43,44 Given the rapid
degradation of blood ex vivo,45,46 there is a critical need for
rapid, on-site blood sample preparation. The portability of the
OS pipette enables facile conversion of microuidic plasma
separators that depend on bulky, expensive syringe pumps to
portable platforms when they are combined with the OS pipette.
se of the OS pipette (solid line) to a step command for a set flow rate of
s the interfacial position measured 3.1 mm downstream from the point
ding to the flow rate of the OS pipette (Qo) ranged from 38.8 to 95.9
lse commands (dotted line). The set pulse widths were 0.5, 0.9, 2, 4, 8,
ine) to a profile of increasing and decreasing step commands with a set

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885 | 41881
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We tested the principle of continuous blood plasma separation
based on grooved microchannels that has been developed by
our group and others40,41 as a model system. The separation
principle is based on the lateral focusing of blood cells at an
angle opposite to the inclination angle of the slant ridges, and
the purity improvement by sequential drainage of focused
blood cells and re-focusing of the remaining blood cells
(Fig. 4).40 Rotational ow streams induced by slant ridges direct
blood cells to the sidewall, an equilibrium position, and steric
interactions between the cells and the ridge structures prevent
the cells from entering the ridges, while maintaining the
focusing position. As operated using the OS pipette at an
optimal ow rate of 186.7 mL min�1, the plasma separator
yielded high-purity blood plasma without hemolysis (Fig. 5 and
Movie S2†). The plasma purity and recovery were 99.7 � 0.1%
Fig. 4 Microfluidic blood plasma separator based on continuous slant
array (CSA) and discrete slant array (DSA) ridges. (a) Based on ridge-
induced rotational flows and collision-induced vertical displacement
of blood cells, the cells can be focused at an angle opposite to the
inclination angle of slant ridges. (b) The plasma separator consists of
eight parallel separation units, each of which has two CSAs and two
DSAs connected in series. Scale bar, 1 mm. The right panels show the
enlarged views of the CSA and DSA ridges. Scale bar, 200 mm.

Fig. 5 Blood plasma separation using the OS pipette. (a) Handheld
separation of blood plasma from whole blood using the microfluidic
plasma separator and the OS pipette. (b) The blood plasma separation
at 186.7 mL min�1 yielded high-purity blood plasma, removing 99.7%
RBCs from whole blood. The absorption spectra of hemoglobin
species for the hemolyzed, sorted, and centrifuged samples show
hemolysis-free blood plasma separation by the slant array ridges. The
oxyhemoglobin was released during the lysis of red blood cells.

41882 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885
and 20.6 � 0.8%, which are dened as the ratio of the number
of sorted blood cells in the sorted plasma to the initial whole
number of blood cells, and the volume of plasma collected in
the plasma outlet divided by the plasma volume of whole blood
injected, respectively. These results collectively demonstrate
that while fully implementing the functions of syringe pumps,
the portable OS pipette can be used to operate microuidic
devices without additional modication and calibration, thus
offering great promise in converting microuidic technologies
into portable platforms.

Microuidic application 2: microow cytometry. We next
leveraged the ability of the OS pipette for portable and
programmable ow-rate generation to make ow cytometry
portable (Fig. 6 and 7). In addition to the portable pump, the OS
pipette, we employed a hydrophoresis-based sheathless focuser
to precisely deliver cells or particles without sheath uid control
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 6 Hydrophoresis-based sheathless cell focuser. (a) Microparticles
can be guided by locally patterned, L-shaped ridges. Thus, as the
channel width increases, the ratio of a particle focusing stream width
to the channel width decreases, and the relative focusing efficiency
improves. (b) Photographs of the sheathless focuser and fluorescence
streakline images of 15 mm particles guided by the L-shaped ridges at
a flow rate of 19.5 mL min�1. Scale bars, 400 mm.

Fig. 7 Flow cytometric application of the OS pipette. (a) Photograph
and schematic of the miniaturized fluorescence microscope for
imaging flow cytometry that can capture the region of interrogation
(ROI), the 400 mm-wide outlet region of the sheathless focuser. The
top inset shows the snapshot of a 15 mm particle flowing through the
ROI at a flow rate of 4.8 mL min�1. Scale bar, 100 mm. (b) Fluorescence
signals for 15 mm particles flowing at 19.5 mL min�1. (c) Peak fluores-
cence-intensity histograms of 15 mm particles versus flow rate.

Paper RSC Advances
and external forces to a region of interrogation in a ow
cytometer.38,39 Thus, the uidic system for ow cytometry can be
greatly simplied, eliminating the need for bulky pumps,
valves, and other auxiliary uidic components, which has long
been required for the operation of ow cytometry, and even
microow cytometry. In the channel conguration, particles
can be guided by locally patterned, L-shaped ridges with a xed
width of 200 mm, while the channel width continues to widen
from 0.2 to 2.8 mm (Fig. 6). Thus, as the channel expansion step
increases, the focusing efficiency can be improved. Instead of
bulky and expensive syringe pumps, we operated the sheathless
focuser with the OS pipette, and measured the uorescence
intensity of the focused particles using the miniaturized
microscope (Fig. 7). Double-stream focusing was achieved by
injecting 15 mm uorescent particles into the sheathless focuser
at a ow rate of 19.5 mL min�1 using the OS pipette (Fig. 6b),
which produced a uniform uorescence peak intensity (IFL)
measured using the miniaturized microscope at 150 fps with
a CV of less than 1.2% (Fig. 7). These results demonstrate that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the OS pipette is capable of precise ow-rate generation, and is
suitable for operating imaging ow cytometry, even though it is
a hand-held type. We then tested the OS pipette to simulate the
function of conventional ow cytometry that can tune the high-
sensitivity mode at low speed, and the high-throughput mode at
high speed. With the programmable pumping capability of the
OS pipette, we increased Qo from 4.8 to 19.5 mL min�1. Fig. 7c
shows that IFL decreases with increasing Qo while increasing the
counting throughput from 68.3 to 323.5 particles per min. Thus,
the OS pipette can enable ow-rate optimization either for
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41877–41885 | 41883
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sensitive detection of dimly uorescent particles, or high-
throughput detection of a large population of cells. The
counting throughput depends on the performance of the
imaging sensor, which will be greatly improved by employing
a high-speed, sensitive imaging sensor. Integrating multiple
pipettes into the OS pipette can improve its versatility for more
complicated microuidic applications which require two or
more different sample solutions (Fig. S3†). However, as the
number of sample solutions increases, the size of the smart
pipette will increase proportionally. Thus, further research on
the pumping mechanism that can control multiple different
solutions simultaneously with one pipette will be needed to
improve the versatility of the smart pipette.
Conclusions

In summary, we developed an open-source, programmable
smart pipette that enables portable operation of microuidic
devices while maintaining the functionalities of commercial
syringe pumps. Compared to previous smart pipettes, a major
improvement of the OS pipette is the synergetic combination of
a stepper motor and a positive-displacement micropipette, thus
enabling precise and programmable ow-rate generation. In
addition, the fabrication method of simply assembling
commercially-available components greatly increases the
accessibility and availability of the OS pipette as an open-source
platform, allowing its unrestricted use, distribution, reproduc-
tion, and modication, even by non-expert users. We demon-
strated the utility of the OS pipette by converting microuidic
technologies for ow cytometry and blood plasma separation
into portable platforms. The simple fabrication, ease-of-use,
cost-effectiveness, and controllability of the OS pipette will
make it a viable pumping tool for microuidics in eld-based
and resource-limited settings. Based on the advantages we
have demonstrated, the OS pipette can be extended to other
microuidic applications, or even to unexpected applications
beyond microuidics.
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